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A Introduction
At Toulouse level, the local mobility policy is to promote real alternatives to the private car,
especially for the commuters during the peak hours in order to reduce traffic congestion, related
pollutant emission and energy consumption especially in the city centre and on the main
connecting axes. The public Transport Authority in Toulouse noticed that the lack of
appropriated travel information constitutes a barrier for the use of public transport. So, it planned
to create a new website and a mobility agency, which should be the interface between the users
and the offered services, with the objective to better serve their customers and increase the use of
the public transport network in Toulouse.

A1

Objectives

The creation of the mobility agency intended to:
• Objective 1: Inform and advice about existing solutions of public transport in order to
develop their use;
• Objective 2: Integrate this information service with other mobility services (car-pooling
– transport on demand – bicycle rental …) in order to propose a panel of solutions to
every type of mobility problems without using private cars;
• Objective 3: Promote new mobility behaviours at the individual level and at the collective
level (in relation with a commuter plan for instance).

A2

Description

The objectives of this measure were ambitious and to reach them, the measure knew different steps.
First, the Sicoval, a local
syndicate of towns in the
South East area of Toulouse
agglomeration (in yellow on
figure1), decided, in 2005, to
open a local mobility house in
Labège Innopole. This is the
Sicoval main activities and
shopping area (in blue on
figure 1), gathering 600
companies and shops, 13 000
jobs, 3 000 students.
On the area, there is one
railway station, several bus
stops of Public Transport
(Urban and Inter urban
networks) and bicycle paths.

Figure 1: The mobility house location in Sicoval and Labège in
Toulouse area
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The Transport Authority, Tisséo SMTC, purposed its financial and functional partnership to settle
up this mobility house. The Sicoval and Tisséo SMTC worked with Covoituval (a local association
of car-poolers) to create this mobility house. The car-pooling activity of the mobility house is
described and evaluated in the Mobilis Measure 9.1.T.
The mobility house opened in September 2005. The Midi-Pyrénées regional council and ADEME
have supported its implementation; Covoituval activity has been included in the mobility house
services and its staff has been working for the both entities Covoituval and the mobility house.
The objective of the mobility house was to provide information and advice all people and companies
of the Labège Innopole about Public Transport and all transport modes available to avoid private car
use.
The mobility house of Labège Innopole is opened from 7.30 am to 6.30 pm from Monday to
Friday. During the opening hours, it is also possible to reach it by phone or by e-mail.
The services offered by the mobility house of Labège Innopole are of different kinds.
• Information and advice about
o Public Transport (timetables, routes,…)
o Train (timetables)
o Interurban bus (routes and timetables)
o Bicycle routes
o Pedestrian paths in the Labège Innopole area
o Car pooling
o Public Transport tickets sale and help for on demand transport booking
• Bicycle : Renting system, caretaking, maintenance and promotions
• Mobility advices to individuals and through debates and meetings, public information
stands an
• Awareness on sustainable mobility for companies and public.
• Visit to companies in order to help them in their commuter plans
Its action is also taken over by its website: www.maisondelamobilite.org. Neither the website, neither
the employees of the mobility house are able to deliver directly real time travel information.
The activity of the mobility house is focused on the Labège Innopole area for its two first objectives
(information, advices about public transport and other mobility services). The third objective presented
above have, after a while, not only focused on the Labège Innopole area because the mobility house
employees have also contacted and worked with companies of all over the conurbation.
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At the same time of the development of this first experiment, the public transport authority (TISSEO
SMTC) has pursued the aim to create a centralized mobility agency to contribute to change the
mobility habits in a sustainable way at conurbation level.
With the help of an engineering department to assist TISSEO technical and management committees,
TISSEO analysed the mobility situation and the mobility offer at conurbation level. This analysis
pointed out that public transport is the most alternative mode to the private car, carpooling, car sharing
and bicycle use being at an embryonic stage.
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The modal offer at conurbation level is heterogenic; the mobility actors are numerous but there is
no public multimodal information system at conurbation level.
This analysis permitted to define the main mobility agency principles: the main mobility agency
will be a service offered by TISSEO to two types of clients (individual and journey generators as
companies). They elaborated three scenario combining virtual tools, mobility councillors and
central or decentralised mobility agencies.
For the future mobility agency, the identified missions and offered services are roughly the same.
The realisation of the Mobility Agency is also linked to the development of intermodal
information within the collaboration established in the local Moving Global Management System
(SGGD- Système de Gestion Globale des Déplacements – which is a cooperative structure
composed of the main local traffic & transports authorities / operators with the common goal to
propose an integrated / cooperative traffic & transport management).
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Measure implementation

Innovative aspects

The innovative aspects of the measure are:
• New conceptual approach – Develop an innovative mobility service based on simple
tools for the final users and a new accessible place where to find any type of information
around the mobility ;
• New policiy instrument - Promote the use of PT and of mobility solutions alternative to
the private car use ;
• New organisational arrangements - Define the appropriate juridical organisation to
deliver this kind of integrated information and advice service.

B2

Situation before CIVITAS

Before CIVITAS, there was no information about multimodal transport in Toulouse. To set up a
journey with different transport modes, you could not have any advice and to get all the timetables,
you had to ask each transport company.

B3

Actual implementation of the measure

The measure was implemented in the following stages:
Stage 1: Creation by the Sicoval and Tisséo
SMTC of the 1st local agency (September 2005to now) – Integrating the Covoituval association,
employing 2 people, this agency offers 5 kind of
services: carpooling, bicycle renting, public
information, mobility advice and public transport
ticket sale. It also provides information to
companies about carpooling and different way of
transport for the commuters. The mobility house
also has its own website to disseminate all its
activities. There are also hypertext links to its
website from the Sicoval one and more recently
from the Tisséo one.
Articles in the regional and Sicoval newspaper,
public notices in the Sicoval towns and the Mobility
house stands in public meetings promoted the
mobility house activity at conurbation level.
Stage 2: Mobility agency planning (from May
2007 – to December 2007) – At the same time as
this local mobility house has been implemented, Tisséo went on the settlement of a global
mobility agency for the whole area of Toulouse. With the help of an engineering department,
they led an opportunity and feasibility study to define the services, the structure and the
business plan of the future main mobility agency.
Stage 3: (from January to March 2008 At the beginning of 2008, the TISSEO choice was to
create an internet site, a call centre and a central mobility agency with local agencies like the
first one in Labège, which has been already integrated in TISSEO structure. They defined the
optimised localisation of the main mobility agency, the personal profile, the business plan,
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which defined the different services to offer to the two main targets. The planned opening
time was June 2008.
Stage 4: The recent evolution (from March to June 2008) After the local elections, the city
council majority and the public authority management president changed. However, TISSEO
recruited the planned Mobility House responsible. In April (till the end of June), the city
council set up the “Mobility conferences” which are a participating debate where the
population of the whole urban area of Toulouse is invited to give their opinion about the
transports in Toulouse. This causes a break in the mobility agency implementation planning.
The concept of central mobility agency has recently evolved and it is now planned to have
several territorial mobility agencies. These mobility agencies will be located at important
interchange nodes.

B4

Deviations from the original plan

The deviations from the original plan comprised:
•
Deviation 1 delay in implementation of the main agency– We can notice a delay in the
implementation of the main mobility agency due to the last local elections

B5

Inter-relationships with other measures

The measure is related to other measures as follows:

No.

Measure title

Relation

7.1.T

Innovative multimodal PT contracts, services
and electronic ticketing in Toulouse
Improvement of the accessibility to PT.
Promotion of car-pooling and integration
with PT services.
Implementation of a new car-sharing service
linked to PT services.
Awareness raising campaign for changing
mobility behaviour.
Bicycle promotion and integration with PT
services
Development of commuter and school
mobility plans.
Development of an integrated and
multimodal traveller information system

The Mobility Agency would aim to
promote / inform about:
• PT fare and innovative contracts;
• transport on demand solutions ;
• transport solutions for disabled
peoples ;
• all mobility services (car-pooling
– car-sharing – bike rental - …) ;
• multimodal information about
transports solutions and traffic
state.
It would also aim to advice and help any
initiative concerning Commuter Mobility
Plan.

8.3.T
9.1.T
9.2.T
11.1.T
11.2.T
11.4.T
12.3.T

The action of the mobility house towards
people visiting it for mobility information
and advice can be considered as
individualised mobility awareness.
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The evaluation focused on the local agency. This agency is called “mobility house”.
The different aspects of its activity (provide information and advise to all people and companies of the
Labège Innopole about Public Transport and all the transport mode available to avoid private car)are
studied in the evaluation of this measure :
• Impact evaluation of the public audience for four of the five offered services: information,
mobility advising, bicycle renting, and public transport tickets sale.
Carpooling services developed by Covoituval association is evaluated in the Mobilis Measure
9.1.T.
• Acceptance evaluation: satisfaction of the users, knowledge of the service, etc.,

C1.1 Impacts and Indicators
Table of Indicators.
No.

Impact

Information:

Indicator
For the service impacts:
• Number of visits per month: % of
increase since the beginning.
• Number
of
information
requests
(physically, telephonically, or by mail)
per modal type and per month : % of
increase or variation since the beginning
• The same indicators for the mobility
house website.
•
•

Mobility advising:

•
•
•
•

Bicycle renting

•

Public Transport
tickets sale

•

Used

Etc..

Number of private companies or public
corporations joined by phone or mail: %
of increase since the beginning ;
Number of appointments fixed: % of
increase since the beginning ;
Number of public meeting: % of increase
since the beginning ;
Number of out side duty periods: % of
increase since the beginning;
Number of private companies or public
corporations giving a positive answer: %
of increase since the beginning ;
Average number of renters per month: %
of increase since the beginning;
Number
of
bicycle
maintenance
workshops users
Number of tickets sold
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Acceptance evaluation:
•
•
•

% of people interviewed who knows and
have visited the mobility house ;
% of people interviewed who considers it
as useful ;
% of people interviewed willing to move
from one mode to an other one (type by
type).

.

C1.2 Establishing a baseline
The results of the global mobility survey realized in 2004 build the base line.

Figure 4 : daily amount of all mode journeys between the main geographical areas of the conurbation

These graphics represent the amount of daily moves in and between the different areas of the Toulouse
conurbation in 2004. In red, it is the city centre; in blue, the remaining part of Toulouse city; in green,
the 1996 mobility survey perimeter and finally in pink the remaining part of the conurbation in 2004.
The differences between the 1996 and 2004 surveys are also quoted.
The table n°1 shows the detailed results mode by mode for the moves between Toulouse and the
conurbation in 2004.
Car
Public transport
Other PT
Motorbikes
Bikes
Walk
Others
Figure 5: moves by mode realized in 2004 by inhabitants of the suburbs
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1 760

Total
527 889

1 733
527 862

197 699
199 459

199 432
727 321

O
D Toulouse
Toulouse
194 132

conurbation
30 576

total
224 708

29 610
223 742

34 158
64 734

63 768
288 476

O
D Toulouse
PV passenger Toulouse
115 606

conurbation
43 120

total
158 726

43 026
158 632

196 446
239 566

239 472
398 198

O
D Toulouse
Toulouse
461 662

conurbation
217 586

total
679 248

216 892
678 554

613 239
830 825

830 131
1 509 379

O
D Toulouse
80 228
motorbikes& Toulouse
bikes
conurbation
10 276
Total
90 504

conurbation
10 217

total
90 445

52 480
62 697

62 756
153 201

O
D Toulouse
Toulouse
4 478

conurbation
605

total
5 083

741
5 219

3 629
4 234

4 370
9 453

O
D Toulouse
Toulouse
1 382 234

conurbation
303 863

total
1 686 097

conurbation
302 278
Total
1 684 512

1 097 650
1 401 513

1 399 928
3 086 025

walk

O
D Toulouse
Toulouse
526 129

Measure number:

conurbation
Total

PT

conurbation
Total

conurbation
Total

PV driver

conurbation
Total

Others

conurbation
Total

all modes

Conurbation

11.3

Table 1: Origin Destination transport modes

C1.3 Building the business-as-usual scenario
The conurbation economical context and the large changes in public transport offer leaded to the
opening of the second subway line and the bus network reorganization complicates the building of
a relevant business as usual.
Nevertheless, as the main mobility agency will be implemented at the end of 2008, in a steadier
period , it would be sensible to build a business as usual on new global mobility survey data in
order to evaluate its impact in the further year, out of the MOBILIS project time limits .
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Measure results

C2.1 Economy
The induced economical benefits of the local mobility agency activity aren’t available since the
appropriate data aren’t known. The budget of the mobility house located in Labège Innopole mainly
depends of the public subsidies For 2008, it is the following:
Expenses
Buying (1)
External services (2)
Other external services (3)
Taxes
Staff costs
Exceptional costs
Endowment for writing off
Premises (4)
Total
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

12 650 €
6 900 €
8 350 €
2 200 €
69 000 €
100 €
4 000 €

Income
Sicoval subsidy (Premises excluded)
Tisséo subsidy
Other contributions
Services takings
Endowment share of subventions
Total

40 000 €
30 000 €
8 200 €
22 810 €
2 200 €
103 210 €

103 200 €

Whose 3 000 € for studies, particularly
for website building
Whose 3 000 € for maintenance
workshops
Whose 2 500 € for notifications, public
notices, flyers, …
Supported by Sicoval

The same amounts were planned by the end of 2007 in a business plan for each mobility agency in the
future organization.
By the end of 2007, the business plan of the future organisation planned the same expense amounts for
each mobility agency. This kind of structure only works with subsidies. Here in Toulouse, these
subsidies are from the Transport Authority and the different city councils and town syndicates.

C2.2 Energy - C2.3 Environment- C2.4 Transport
The local implementation of the mobility house, the changes in the public transports introduced by the
opening of the subway second line (37 M of journeys in one year) and bus lines offer in July 2007
prevent us to produce and analyze sensible data to measure these three impacts.

C2.5 Society
We divide the results into two parts: the awareness level of service and the acceptability evaluation.

A) Awareness level of the services:
Information:
1. Number of contacts & visits per month
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Figure 6: Number of visits per month
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Figure 7: Number of contacts per month

The two figures 6 and 7 have the same appearance. The numbers of visits (to the mobility house) and
contacts (by phone, mail, email or during meetings) per month to the mobility house increases slowly
after a period of running in during the first six months. There are around 200 visits and 400 contacts
per month to the mobility house. On average this represents an increase of 140 or 270% within the
approximation used (linear or with the mobile mean). Overall, the number of the visits per month has
been multiplied per 3 since the beginning while the number of phone contacts doubled.
The numbers of visits and contacts per month is a seasonal phenomenon. There are peak periods
before and after the summer holidays (in June and September) when people search for information and
advice about the way they will move once back of their holidays (new school, new will of moving).
This peak is particularly important in 2007 (till October) because of the opening of the new subway
line in July 2007 and the large bus network reorganization.
On the whole, there are 600 around contacts and visits per month at the local mobility house. In its
business plan, Tisséo aims to reach between 800 and 1 000 contacts and visits per month in each office
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of its future mobility agency. The figures observed here are under this objective but the dissemination
of the local mobility house activity through other mobility partners is weak and in the business plan,
Tisséo plans to employee 3 persons per office (there are 2.5 today in the local mobility house in
Labège Innopole). At last, the present location of the local mobility house is not optimal in order to
have a maximum of visits (compared to an office located in a commercial area, a busy street or an
important multimodal transports knot).
2. Number of information requests (physically, telephonically, or by mail) per modal type
and per month
900
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Number of information requests

Carpooling

Train

Public Transport

Bicycle

Figure 8: Number of information requests per modal type

Carpooling
29%

Bicycle
31%

Train
7%
Public Transport
33%

Figure 9: Whole distribution of the information requests types

On average, 33% of the information requests are about public transport (including on demand
transport), 31% about bicycle, 29% about carpooling and 7% about train.
Overall, the number of information requests increase, as seen for the number of visits. The distribution
between the different modal types changed. The share of information requests about train decreases as
time goes by. This may be explained by the stagnation of the train offer in the area and the work on the
train line deserving the area. The share of information requests about bicycle is increasing as time goes
by and this can be explained by the increase of the amount of bicycle rent at the mobility house (see
further). The global awareness about bicycle renting (particularly short term renting) in France after
the experimentations in Lyon (Vélo’V since March 2005), in Paris (Véli’b since July 2007) and in
Toulouse (Vél’Ô Toulouse since November 2007) may explain it. In this graphic, we also can notice
that, the share of Public Transport Information requests increase during summer period as the activity
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of the mobility house increases (seen previously) and more particularly in 2007 when the second
subway line opened in Toulouse.

The website

Figure 10: Home page of the Mobility house website: http://www.maisondelamobilite.org

Per day

March 2008

April 2008

Per month

January
2008

January
2007

April
2008

May
2006

Figure 11: Website monthly audience
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The figures of the website audience (figure 11) are an interesting element because they mirror a
volunteer approach of the website visitors. The amount of visitors of the mobility house website
regularly increases after a period of running in during the first year (whereas it was a 6 months period
for the visitors and contacts to the mobility house).
Between the first trimester of measures (with around 250 visits per month in 2006) and the first
trimester of 2008 (with around 800 visits per month), it increases by 220%.
There is around 800 visits per month on the mobility house website. These visits are regularly divided
up during the week, with a lighter audience during the weekends.
We have no comparison points with similar websites to qualify the level of the visits amount. But we
can notice this increase ratio is similar to the visits and contacts one.
At the moment, only the SICOVAL website has a link to this site. For the future mobility agency
website a link from the Toulouse city council website and one from the Tisséo website may increase
the amount of visits to the mobility house website and help to the dissemination of the offered services
of the main mobility house.
Come to the mobility house;
9,9%

Public Transport; 14,2%

Write to us; 5,9%

Newsletters; 15,8%

Bicycle; 22,6%

House of mobility participants;
8,7%
Mobility clubs; 4,8%

Carsharing; 8,3%

Carpooling; 9,7%

Figure 12: Distribution of the website visits

The distribution of the website visits is different from the one observed for the information requests in
the mobility house. The Public Transport information consultation is less important (14.2% compared
to 34% for the contacts at the mobility house). Most of the web users looking for information on
public transport in Toulouse area may check first the Tisséo or SNCF (national railway company)
websites. An important share of the website visits (31.6%) concern requests or information searches
(newsletters, write to us, come to the mobility house).
This website is undoubtedly a useful relay of the mobility house information and allows to join the
mobility house (with nearly 10% of visits concerns “how to come to the mobility house”).
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Mobility advising :
1. Number of private companies or public corporations joined by phone or mail,
appointments fixed, private companies or public corporations giving a positive answer
The information given to companies concerns mobility advice to their employees, mobility plan of the
companies and awareness on sustainable mobility.
In 2007, 230 private companies or public corporations were joined by phone or mail. 35 of them
answered positively. More than 22 meetings or stands were organized. In 2008, a same campaign has
been led. By the end of June 2008, 44 stands or meeting have been organized or are planned for by the
end of the year. We already notice a strong increase of this activity that doubled from 2007.
This activity keeps one employee busy all year long as it goes over the limits of the Sicoval and covers
all the Toulouse agglomeration.
The local mobility house has no indicators to measure the impacts of this action and so no data are
available to evaluate the impact of this action, as the modal shift observed among employees.
Impact indicators like the number of commuter plans or mobility actions implemented should be
settled to follow this activity in the future main mobility agency.

2. Number of public meeting
Since June 2006, the mobility house also organizes the
“mobility club”. There are public meetings that last 2 hours
between 12 am and 2 pm at the mobility house which has a
theoretical maximum allowed audience of 15 persons.
An employee of the mobility house runs the debate and
some external speaker intervene on a particular subject at
each club. A little buffet set up during these meetings
introduces conviviality.
Figure 13: A public meeting in the Mobility house

Date

Theme

18th of June 2006
14th of November 2006

Changes due to the new subway line
Carsharing
Demonstration of Electric and folding Bicycle.
Presentation of “Bicycle buses”
Presentation of the “Factory Moving Plans”
Presentation of the new Public Transport Network
Move by Regional Trains
Convivial Driving
The Electric bicycle
The new fuels: Vegetal oil fuel
The new fuels: Natural gas fuel
Encourage the commuters moving by bicycle

8th of February 2007
nd

22 of May 2007
12th of June 2007
11th of September 2007
16th of October 2007
20th of November 2007
11th of December 2007
22nd of January 2008
12th of February 2008

Number of
participants
10
20
25
10
10
21
10
27
14
18
15

Table 2: The public meetings organised by the Mobility house
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Since mid-2007 the periodicity of these meetings increased
to become monthly. The audience of these meetings hasn’t
decreased. The average audience is around 16 persons, the
theoretical acceptability limit for the meeting room.
The most attractive subject was twice the Electric Bicycle.
This action shows its interest but its execution conditions
introduce a bias in the potentially interested population in
in the area and restrict the impact analysis possibility.

Figure 14: Audience during a meeting in the Mobility house

3. Out side duty periods
Between March 2006 and January 2008, the mobility house has organized six meetings towards
organisms receiving unemployed persons. These meeting subjects were about all the possibilities of
moving without an individual private car.
Four stands have also been organized for a wider audience:
 within the associations symposium of Saint Orens
 in the shopping centre located in Labège Innopole
 at the General Assembly of the Midi Pyrénées ASSEDICS (organism dealing with
unemployed people)
 during the inauguration of the second subway line in Toulouse.
The measure of the impact of these stands was not possible as we have neither audience formation,
neither survey data about the interest of these meetings for the present audience.

Bicycle renting:
1. Number of renters
Here are the figures for the period June 2006 – July 2007
Renting type
Monthly train subscription
Occasional train ticket
Public Transport subscription
Public Transport One-Day ticket
Half Day renting
Day renting
Week-end renting
Weekly renting
Monthly renting in 2006
Monthly renting in 2007
Companies renting
Courtesy renting (while
maintenance)
Mobility house animation renting

Quantity

Amount
of days

37

740

8

8

10

70

16

16

8
17
1
4
2
2
11

4
17
3
28
60
60
142

Free renting during maintenance workshops

16

16

Free renting during bicycle animations

21

21

Description and rate
Train daily user who takes a bicycle every
morning
Dalily renting on presentation of a regional train
ticket
Weekly renting for a Public Transport user with
his subscription
Daily renting (or 24 hours consecutively) on
presentation of a Public Transport ticket validated
1 Euro
2 Euros
5 Euros
10 Euros
20 Euros
30 Euros
Variable time periods and rates

Table 3: Bycicle renting June 2006 – July 2007
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In total, this service represents 1185 renting days between June 2006 and July 2007.
Here are the figures for the period September 2007 – December 2007
Quantity

Amount
of days

22

440

19

95

13

13

3
13
4
10

1.5
13
12
70

Free renting during maintenance workshops

4

4

Free renting during bicycle animations

8

8

Renting type

Description and rate

Monthly train subscription

Train daily user who takes a bicycle every
morning
Weekly renting for a Public Transport user with
his subscription
Daily renting (or 24 hours consecutively) on
presentation of a Public Transport ticket validated
1 Euro
2 Euros
5 Euros
10 Euros

Public Transport subscription
Public Transport One-Day ticket
Half Day renting
Day renting
Week-end renting
Street festival of Ramonville
Courtesy renting (while
maintenance)
Mobility house animation renting

Tableau 4: Bycicle renting September 2007 - December 2007

In total, this represents 657 renting days between September and December 2007.
The bicycle renting as a further mode to public transport (the underlined cells) represents 834 renting
days between June 2006 and July 2007 (an average of 64 renting days per month). For the September
– December 2007 period, the amount of this kind of renting days is 548 (an average of 137 renting
days per month) ; a strong increase of around 115 % compared to the previous period. This increase
may be explained by two phenomena: first, the important reorganization of the Public Transport
network in Toulouse by the end of June 2007 after the opening of the second subway line and the new
bus lines, second, global context around bicycle in. Bicycle may appear now as a way to continue a
public transport journey. The bicycle renting by the mobility house also allows compensating for the
absence of Vél’Ô Toulouse stations in the Labège Innopole area.
Increasing though it is, this activity has not reached its limits yet as the mobility house has a fleet of
around fifty bicycles.
2. Bicycle maintenance workshops
The maintenance workshops organized nearly monthly at the mobility house gather around 10 persons.
The development of such complementary service is limited by the means available but they seem to
answer to a real need in the context studied here.

Public Transport tickets sale
The mobility house sells an average of 50-70 one-way tickets per month, which are, in their majority,
bought by On Demand Transport Shuttle who sell them to their users. The mobility house also sells an
average of 30 round trips per month, 8 books of ten tickets and allows between 10 and 20 monthly
subscription recharging.
This service is only useful as there is no other selling point in the Labege Innopole area. For the
mobility agency, this kind of service will not be available.
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B) The acceptance survey results
To make this part of the evaluation study, we set up a survey to a wide audience. During two months,
surveys were self-service in the mobility house for the visitors of the mobility house. During three
days, we also made a survey “on the field” in the Labège Innopole area. Three areas were aimed : the
shopping center, the railway station and two of the bus stops of the area . The goal of this “on the
field” survey was to reach a wider population than the one working on the area (especially in the
shopping centre) and to have a more representative population for our survey.
The survey was realized during a Saturday morning and the following Monday and Tuesday, with six
interviewers: two women and four men.
We collected 60 answers at the mobility house (whose 62% of women), 394 in the shopping center
(whose 48% of women), 87 at the bus stops (whose 56% of women), and 43 at the railway station
(whose 63% of women),.
1. People interviewed knowing the mobility house
The figures obtained on the interviewed samples were the following:
60% of the persons interviewed at the railway station know the mobility house (The mobility house is
located on one of the car parks of the railway station); 28% of them visited it.
23% of the persons interviewed in the shopping center know the mobility house and 13 % of them
visited it.
24% of the persons interviewed at the bus stops know the mobility house and 42 % of them visited it.
The mobility house is progressively standing out in landscape of the Labège Innopole area. Its local
position is also a brake for a wider awareness of the mobility house.
The survey also learned us how people have known the mobility house. More than half of the people
interviewed answered that it was by going past the mobility house or on the grapevine more than by
the dissemination actions of the mobility house. For the persons interviewed in the mobility house,
Internet was a more quoted answer than for the persons interviewed elsewhere (14% of the answers
against less than 4%); it confirms that the web site is a useful tool to promote the mobility house
services.
2. People interviewed about the usefulness of the mobility house
More than 80% of interviewed people consider that the mobility house is rather or very useful. This
figure is higher than the percentage of people knowing the mobility house because, once explained
what is the mobility house (if people did not know before what it is), most people find this system
useful. Every visitor of the mobility house said the mobility house is useful due to the lack of other
centralized information source about the different modes of transport available in Toulouse
conurbation.
.
3. People interviewed willing to move from one mode to an other one (type by type) to go to
Labège Innopole area
We only asked people interviewed at the bus stops or at the railway station whether they were satisfied
by their modes of transport. 70 % of them answered positively. The reasons of dissatisfaction the most
quoted were the bus timetables (not enough frequencies) and the train reliability (At survey time, the
rail track had some work done in Labège Innopole).
80% of the people interviewed in the mobility house come currently in this area by car, 8% by train,
8% by bicycle and 2% by feet, these data are representative of the city level transport mode share as
they are quite of the same order than the results of the global mobility survey performed in 2004. 50%
of them will to change their type of transport for public transport (34%), bicycle (31%), train (22%) or
for carpooling (13%). The brake to change is the timetables issues (not enough frequencies), the
comfort and the duration: the journey by public transport is often judged longer than by car.
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People interviewed in the shopping centre travel mainly by car: 88% (4% by bus, 4% by motor bike,
2% by bicycle and 1% walk). 30% of the car drivers are ready to change for public transport (54%),
bicycle (23%), train (22%) and carpooling (19%). The motivation reasons are the cost of private car
(fuel, insurance, maintenance,) by 46% and the traffic congestion by 27%. The brakes to this change
are still the same: lack of frequencies and the duration of the journey.
These brakes to change mobility have also been prominently displayed during the mobility
conferences.

C3

Achievement of quantifiable targets

No.
1

Target

2

3

Rating


Development of a mobility house at a local level
Inform and advice about existing solutions of public transport in order to develop
their use
Integrate this information service with other mobility services (car-pooling –
transport on demand – bicycle rental …) in order to propose a panel of solutions to
every type of mobility problems without using private cars;





4

Promote new mobility behaviours at the individual level and at the collective level
(in relation with a commuter plan for instance).



5

Development of a mobility agency for the whole agglomeration

0

0 = Not achieved

C4

 = Substantially achieved

= Achieved in full

= Exceeded

Up-scaling of results

Not relevant because the measure was already planned to cover the whole agglomeration of Toulouse.
The concept of central mobility agency has recently evolved and it is now planned to have several
territorial mobility agencies. These mobility agencies will be located at important interchange nodes.

C5

Appraisal of evaluation approach

The mobility house in Labège Innopole has integrated measure indicators in its activity structure
which easies the evaluation of the measure. Actually, the mobility house publishes its activities report
every semester.
A difficult point of this evaluation was to separate the carpooling service because if this activity has a
separate management (Mobilis measure 9.1.T), it nevertheless is also integrated among the mobility
house services
The survey should have focused more on the evaluation of the satisfaction of the mobility house users.
The measure of the impact of the mobility house on the users behaviour was not possible as there is no
following of the persons once they have left the mobility house for ethic reasons.
The settlement of a panel to follow the impact of the information and advice to companies where the
mobility information is disseminated would be a good way to improve the quality of the evaluation.
This might be done in the main mobility agency, in link with the follow up of the commuter Plan of
companies.
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Summary of evaluation results

The key results of the services offered by the virtual and real local mobility agency in a work area
where around 80 % of employees drive are as follows:
•

Key result 1 – Information service about mobility answered to a real need of the
public: The local Mobility house receives around 200 visits per month; since its opening, the
visitors number has been multiplied by 3. The requested information concern mainly public
transport (33%), then bicycle 31% and carpooling (19%).
The website, with around 800 visit per month (an increase by 220 % in two years) is a good
relay to the dissemination of the information and to lead public to the mobility house, but links
with others partners should have be favourable. Due to the presence of dedicated websites of
the other public authority, the type of requested information varies.
•
Key result 2 – Advice about mobility: the measure of the impact of the dissemination
actions inside the companies hasn’t be possible. The mobility club became monthly one year
after they started and the audience is still there with an average of 16 persons per club for a
theoretical maximum audience of 15 persons ; they seem to proved their interest but the
physical limits of the place introduces a bias in the possible impact evaluation.
•
Key result 3 – Integration of other mobility services than public transport: the
bicycle renting activity increased by 80% between 2007 and 2008– The mobility house rents
the equivalent of 164 “bicycle days” per month; It offers a complement mode to PT transport
•
Key result 4 – Ticket sale is a useful but anecdotic activity
•
Key result 5 – Awareness: People using public transport are more aware of the mobility
agency existence and more appeal to it. Most people (over 80%) judge useful the principle of a
mobility agency and of the offered services.
•
Key result 6 – Mobility change trend: 30% of the interviewed people of the different
samples, which at present drive, are willing to change their transport mode; the brakes to
change are mainly the weak frequencies of public transport and the total journey duration by
public transport.

D

Lessons learned

D1

Barriers and drivers

D1.1 Barriers
Barrier 1- The need to wait for the opening of the new metro line and the restructuring of the
new bus network, which absorbed a considerable amount of resources introduced a delay in
the implementation of the central mobility agency
Barrier 2 - The political changes that have intervened at city and public transport authority
levels between the end of March and June 2008 put the measure in standby. The existing
business plan has not been validated and the studies have been started again.

D1.2 Drivers
Driver 1 – The public transport authority (Tisseo) was convinced of the need to provide better
information to the final PT customers. This was the driving force, yet it did not help to
implement the measure on, as previously described.
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Participation of stakeholders
•
Stakeholder 1 – The SICOVAL structure has been financially involved in the
development of the local mobility agency. Its website was a good support for the local
mobility agency dissemination.
•
Stakeholder 2 – TISSEO has been financially involved in the development of the local
mobility agency. It has followed the assessment of its activity.
•

Stakeholder 2 –COVOITUVAL association employees were motivated to develop the
local mobility agency.

D3

Recommendations




D4

Recommendation 1 – The lack of appropriated travel information constitutes a barrier for the
use of public transport. Two facts are important : not only that the public transport network
works properly but the customer also needs to receive correct information on the services
provided. Customers also need to be encouraged to use more public transport. A mobility
agency and an appropriate website, are a good interface between the users and offered
services, to better serve the customers and increase the use of our public transport network.
Recommendation 2 – People need to be aware enough to get mobility advice, so an
appropriate communication is necessary

Future activities relating to the measure

The new public transport authority directory board is defining the structure of the mobility agency at
conurbation level in relation with the citizens’ needs, which have been expressed during the mobility
conferences in June 2008.
The implementation will take place in 2009.
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